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This invention relates to a ?uid pressure ram, and more 
especially to a ram assembly wherein an elongated rod 
is secured to a piston reciprocable within a cylinder by 
application of ?uid pressure thereagainst. 

In double acting ram assemblies a problem has long 
existed in the art of providing an assembly in which 
all of the components are maintained in proper align 
ment, for if accurate alignment is not provided excessive 
wear sets in rapidly with the result that there is a loss 
of power through ?uid pressure leakage and there is a 
requent necessity of replacement of at least certain of the 
components in order to maintain an effectively operating 
unit. Though the need for a long lasting, efficient ram 
assembly exists, a commercially desirable unit satisfying 
such needs has not heretofore been available. 

It is accordingly an object of this invention to provide 
a structure that overcomes many of the disadvantages 
present in prior art ram assemblies. Another object of 
the invention is to provide a double acting cylinder ram 
assembly in which accurate alignment is provided and 
maintained between the ram rod and the hearings in 
which it reciprocates, the ram rod and piston and the 
piston and cylinder in which it is reciprocable. Still 
another object is in the provision of such an assembly 
that is simple structurally and in its operation, that is 
relatively inexpensive, and that can be assembled quickly 
and easily and by those that are not highly trained, 
skilled technicians. A further object of the invention 
is in providing a ram assembly having the advantages 
described above, and in which rotation of the ram rod 
does not disturb its relationship with the reciprocable 
ram piston, rotation of the ram rod frequently occurring 
when the rod is connected to external structures and de 
vices. Additional objects and advantages will appear 
as the speci?cation proceeds. 
Embodiments of the invention are illustrated in ‘the 

accompanying drawings, in which: 
Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of a cylinder 

ram assembly embodying the invention; Fig. 2 is a trans 
verse sectional view taken on the line 2-2 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a broken transverse sectional view taken along 
the line 3-3 of Fig. 1; Fig. 4 is a broken perspective 
view of the piston and ram rod and in which the securing 
means therefor are shown in spaced-apart relation; and 
Fig. 5 is a broken longitudinal sectional view showing 
a modi?ed form of structure. 
The cylinder ram assembly illustrated in Fig. '1 is desig 

nated generally with the ‘letter A. The assembly A in 
cludes a cylinder or cylinder casing 10 equipped with 
end walls 11 and 12 and de?ning a cylinder bore 13 in 
which a piston 14 is mounted for reciprocable movement. 
The end walls 11 and 12 will -:be equipped respectively 
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with one or more openings or apertures 17 therethrough 
that are adapted to receive studs or bolts in rigidly se 
curing ‘the cylinder to a support structure, not shown. 
The end walls 11 and 12 are provided respectively 

with elongated bearing portions 18 and 19 that slidably 
support an elongated ram rod 20 that is mounted for 
reciprocable movement within the bearings 18 and 19. 
Also, as is shown best in Fig. 1, the end walls 11 and 12 
are provided with flow ports 21 and 22 through which 
?uid pressure, such as ‘air under pressure, is admitted to 
and permitted to escape from the cylinder bore 13. 
As is most apparent from Fig. 4, it is seen that the 

ram rod 20 is provided intermediate the ends thereof 
with an elongated recess or area of reduced diameter .23, 
the axial limits of which are de?ned by shoulders 24 
and 25. Spaced ‘from the shoulder 24 axially along the 
rod 20 is a circumferential groove 26 that mounts a 
gasket or rubber O-ring 27 therein. A keeper 28 is adapt 
ed to be seated within the recess 23 and substantially 
abuts at each end thereof the shoulders 24 and 25, where 
by axial movement of the keeper along the ‘rod 20 is in 
hibited. Preferably the keeper 28 comprises a split sleeve 
having sections 29 and 30, each of which is externally 
threaded and has at one end thereof the heads 31 and 32 
respectively. The sections 29 and 30 are substantially 
semicylindrical, whereby they seat snugly within the cylin 
drical recess 23 of the ram rod. 
The cylinder bore 13 sealingly receives the piston 

14 therein for reciprocable movement, and in order to 
provide a ?uid tight seal the piston 14, intermediate the 
ends thereof, is provided with an annular or circumfer 
ential groove that receives a rubber O-ring 33 therein or 
other packing or seal means that permits slidable move 
ment of the piston within its cylinder while forming sub 
stantially a ?uid tight seal with the walls of the cylinder. 
The piston 14 is mounted coaxially upon the ram rod 

20 and is formed with a passage or bore 34 extending 
axially through the center thereof that snugly receives 
the rod 20 therein. The passage 34 at one end is threaded 
and threadedly receives the keeper 28, as is shown in 
Fig. l. Preferably the piston 14 is equipped at each end 
thereof with bosses 35 and 36 and if such an arrangement 
is provided the end walls 11 and 12 respectively are pref 
erably formed with recessed center portions 37 and v38 
that are adapted to receive the bosses 35 and 36 therein. 
As is perhaps most clear from Figs. 2 and 4, the boss 36 
provides a chamber 37 therein adapted to receive the 
not or head of the keeper 28. 
With the structure shown in Figs. 1 through 4 the rod 

20 projects outwardly from each side of the piston 14, and 
is slidably received within bearings 18 and 19 provided 
by the respective end closures of the cylinder 10. In 
the modi?ed form of assembly shown in Fig. 5, the cylin 
der 10a is provided with an end wall 11a having a ?ange 
15a provided with an opening 17a therethrough. A pis 
ton 14a is mounted for reciprocable movement within the 
cylinder and is secured to a ram rod 20a. A keeper 28a 
secures the ram rod to the piston. This structure is 
quite similar to that heretofore described, except that 
the rod 20a does not extend outwardly from both ends 
of the piston 14a. 

In operation of the apparatus the ram rod, piston and 
cylinder are all assembled, as is shown in Fig. l, and the 
piston is then ready for reciprocable movement within 
the cylinder 10 and carries with it in its cyclic movement 
from end to end of the cylinder the ram rod 20. In 
order to move the piston to the right, as viewed in Fig. l, 
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?uid under pressure is admitted into the cylinder bore 13 
through the passage 21, while the passage 22 at the op 
posite end of the cylinder is connected to atmosphere or 
is otherwise exhausted. Thus, the pressure differential on 
opposite sides of the piston within the cylinder causes 
the piston and the ram rod 20, to which it is secured, 
to move toward the right. To bring about the reverse 
movement, ?uid pressure is admitted through the passage 
22, while the passage 21 is exhausted, and the pressure 
differential then causes the piston to move toward the 
left, as viewed in Fig. 1. It will be appreciated that 
the assembly A will be connected to a suitable source of 
?uid pressure through appropriate valve means, all of 
which is well known in the art, and that will function to 
bring forth reciprocatory movement of the piston within 
the cylinder. In operation of the modi?ed form of as 
sembly shown in Fig. 5, the same procedure is carried out. 
When the assembly is in use, the ram rod 20 or ram 

rod 20a will be connected to devices that are adapted to 
be controlled by and shifted by movement of the ram 
rod. Ordinarily the ram rod is connected to such de 
vices by screw connectors, and during the connection of 
the ram rod 20 with devices controlled thereby, the ram 
rod is often inadvertently rotated relative to its bearings 
18 and 19. Any such rotation of the ram rod in the con 
struction herein considered does not disturb the relation 
ship of the ram rod with the piston 14, as will be brought 
out more fully hereinafter. 

In assembling the structure, the ram rod 20 is equipped 
with the sealing ring 27, and the two sections of the 
keeper 28 are seated within the recess 23 of the rod 20. 
The piston 14 is then slipped onto the shaft 20 and by 
rotating it relative to the keeper 28 the keeper is threaded 
into the threaded end portion of the passage 34 in the 
piston and securely mounts and positively orients the 
piston on the rod 20. It is apparent that the head of 
the keeper 28 is hexagonal so as to receive a wrench 
useful in securely threading the keeper into the piston 
14. Axial movement of the keeper is prevented by the 
terminal edges of the recess 23 so that when the piston 
is secured to the keeper its axial position along the ram 
rod 20 is predetermined. While the keeper is snugly re 
ceived within the recess 23, if su?icient resistive force 
is applied to the piston 14, the ram rod 20 can be rotated 
relative to the keeper 28 and piston 14 because the fric 
tional resistance between the keeper and the rod 20 is 
smaller than the frictional resistance afforded between the 
threaded portions of the keeper and threaded portions 
of the piston 14. Thus, if in securing the ram rod 20 
to external structures, the ram rod is rotated, this rotation 
will not disturb its position with respect to the piston 
14. When the piston and ram rod are assembled, the 
piston is inserted into the cylinder bore 13 and the end 
walls 11 and 12 of the cylinder are mounted thereon and 
about the ram rod 20, as is shown in Fig. 1. In the 
Fig. 5 embodiment of the invention, the same assembly 
procedure is adopted, except that the ram rod 20a in 
mounting the piston 14a within the cylinder 10a need be 
threaded through only one end wall of the cylinder. 

Proper alignment of the components is initially afforded 
and accurately maintained because the ram rod 20 initial 
ly is an elongated or continuous cylindrical metal shaft. 
Therefore, the recess 23 may be formed therein, as for 
example, by turning it down on a lathe, so that the cir 
cumferential surface of the recess is concentric with 
the circumferential surface of the rod 20. Therefore, 
in forming the ram rod it is not distorted and the open 
ings through the bearings 18 and 19, since they are in 
axial alignment, readily receive the ram rod for slidable 
movement therein. In addition, the bore or passage 34 
through the piston 14 may be formed concentrically with 
the circumferential surface thereof, and, as a result, when 
the piston is mounted upon the shaft 20 it is concentric 
therewith. The piston, then, will be accurately positioned 
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4 
within the cylinder bore 13, and will be properly aligned 
therewith as well as with the bearings 18 and 19. Since 
accurate alignment is afforded between the ram rod 20 
and its bearings 18 and 19, between the ram rod 20 and 
piston 14, which in turn assures alignment of the piston 
with the bearings, and proper positioning and alignment 
of the piston within its cylinder, use of the apparatus 
does not cause excessive and rapid wearing of the com 
ponents, and the assembly can be used for long periods 
without maintenance and without replacement of any of 
the parts. Further, there is no loss of power of the as 
sembly, for the accurate alignment of the piston within 
the cylinder prevents the leakage of pressure ?uid from 
one side to the other side of the piston, even though the 
assembly be used for long periods, and all of the ?uid 
pressure then is utilized in reciprocating the piston. 

While in the foregoing speci?cation embodiments of 
the invention have been set forth in substantial detail 
for purposes of adequately illustrating and describing the 
invention to provide a full disclosure thereof, it will be 
apparent to those skilled in the art that numerous changes 
may be made in these details without departing from 
the spirit and principles of the invention. 

I claim: 
1. In a ram assembly, a cylinder provided with a piston 

reciprocable therein, and a ram rod reciprocable through 
an end of said cylinder, said ram rod having a recessed 
area de?ned axially by spaced apart end shoulders adapted 
to seat an externally threaded keeper therein, and said 
piston having a threaded bore therein for threadedly re 
ceiving such keeper to secure the piston to the ram, said 
ram being rotatable with respect to said keeper and piston. 

2. In a cam assembly of the character described, a 
cylinder having an end closure wall and being provided 
with a piston mounted for reciprocable movement there 
in, and a ram rod, integral from end to end thereof, and 
slidably extending through an end closure wall of said 
cylinder, said piston being mounted concentrically on 
said ram rod, and means for securing said piston at a pre 
determined position axially along said ram rod and for 
preventing axial movement therebetween while unin 
hibiting rotational movement of the rod. 

3. In a ram assembly of the character described, a cyl 
inder providing a cylinder bore therein and being equipped 
at opposite ends with closure walls, a piston mounted for 
reciprocatory movement within said cylinder, and a ram 
rod of greater length than that of said cylinder and be 
ing reciprocable through the end closure walls thereof, 
said ram rod having a recessed area intermediate the ends 
thereof de?ned axially by spaced apart shoulders, a 
threaded keeper loosely seated within said recessed area 
to afford rotational movement of the ram with respect 
thereto and with the ends thereof substantially abutting 
said shoulders, said piston being mounted concentrically 
upon said ram rod and having a threaded bore therein for 
threadedly receiving said keeper, and seal means on said 
ram rod preventing ?uid passage between said ram rod 
and said piston. 

4. The assembly of claim 3 in which said keeper com 
prises a pair of keeper sections split longitudinally to per 
mit the same to be seated within and removed from said 
recessed area. 

5. In a cylinder ram assembly, a cylinder providing a 
cylinder bore therein and being equipped with end walls 
each having an elongated bearing portion adapted to 
slidably receive a ram rod therein, an elongated ram rod 
mounted for reciprocatory movement within said bearings 
and projecting outwardly from said cylinder bore, said 
cylinder having'means at opposite ends thereof for ad 
mitting ?uid under pressure to said cylinder bore and for 
exhausting the bore, a piston mounted upon said ram rod, 
said ram rod, piston and cylinder bore all being concen~ 
tric, seal means on said ram rod preventing ?uid passage 
between said ram rod and said piston, and means securing 
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said piston to said ram rod to prevent relative axial move 
ment therebetween while permitting relative rotational 
movement and providing such concentricity. \ 

6. The apparatus of claim 5 in which said means com 
prises a longitudinally split, externally threaded keeper, 
a threaded portion provided by said piston for threadedly 
receiving said keeper, and a recessed area provided by 
said ram rod for seating said keeper therein and having 
axially spaced abutments inhibiting axial movement of said 
keeper along said ram rod. 
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